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Artists: Shuyi Cao, Furen Dai, Guo Cheng, Johannes Heldén and Håkan Jonson, Ellie Irons and 
Anne Percoco, Volkan Kızıltunc, Sun Park, and Lou Sheppard. 

MA Curatorial Practice at the School of Visual Arts is pleased to present Count No Man Happy 
Until the End Is Known, curated by Yaoli Wang.  

“The Anthropocene” is the name that has been given to our current geological age, defined by 
the dominant impact of human and industrial activity on the planet and its biosphere. Through 
the work of eight artists and collectives, the virtual exhibition Count No Man Happy Until the End 
Is Known invites the audience to explore ways in which the Anthropocene has profoundly 
altered the relationship between humans and the ecosystem, including politics, economics, 
sociality, security of many kinds, and as we see now, the entanglement of globalism and the 
new order of pandemicism. Climate volatility and all that it ramifies force us to face the prospect 
of a very different human world and even a future without humans. Count No Man Happy Until 
the End Is Known asks us what are the choices we must make? 

Shuyi Cao’s sculptures imagine a biotechnological future scenario addressing the exploitation of 
life for human research and consumption. Furen Dai’s installation creates an imaginary 
company from the year 2050 selling trees as luxury products. Guo Cheng’s video and 
photographs document his attempt to create a single square-meter piece of “human-trace-free” 
land atop man-made land built after WWII. Johannes Heldén and Håkan Jonson’s encyclopedia 
features entries for fictional animal species driven to extinction by humans. Ellie Irons and Anne 
Percoco’s installation documents how the artists organized participants to find, collect, and 
preserve weeds in an urban habitat. Volkan Kızıltunc’s series of photographs features people 
who live in nature interacting with their environment. Sun Park’s photographs and installation 
explore how plastic damages the ecosystem in spite of being an indispensable and often 
unnoticed material to humans. Lou Sheppard uses real data from the Arctic and Antarctic polar 
ice caps to compose and document climate change through musical compositions and 
drawings. 
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The Master of Arts degree in Curatorial Practice at the School of Visual Arts is a two-year program that 
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